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PH YS ICAL REVIEW VOLUME 173, N UM BER 5 25 SEPTEMBER 1968

Analytic Properties of Current-Algebra Vertex Functions*

MYRoN BANDER)

Department of 5'hysics, University of California, Irvine, California PZ664

(Received 15 April 1968)

An expansion of the vector-current vertex is obtained in terms of the Joos spinor amplitudes. As these are
free of kinematic singularities, one can remove them from the vertex that enters into the algebra-of-currents
sum rules. If one assumes unsubtracted dispersion relations for the resulting form factors, then the sum
rules can be cast into a form which involves Bessel transforms of these form factors.

III is devoted to a recapitulation of the results of cur-
rent algebra. If one assumes that the relevant kine-
matical singularity-free amplitude satisfied an unsub-
tracted dispersion relation, then an interesting form for
the sum rules may be obtained and is presented in Sec.
V. In the Appendix, the properties of a scalar vertex
are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. EXPANSION OF THE VECTOR-CURRENT
VERTEX

The vertex function for a vector current is dined as

I'~, ,~."(p~,p~) = (2~)'(4 ~~~)'"(yu»~l ~"(0) l y2, l 2) (2 &)

In the above, J& is any current transforming as a four-
vector, ~;= (yP+m, 2)'", and the X refer to the spin of the
state. We do not specify the spin structure of the states
yet. For much of the subsequent discussion any pre-
scription may be used, i.e., ly, X) may be a helicity
state, ' Wigner spin state, ' or the states introduced by
Bardakci and Segre. Under a Lorentz transformation
A, the vertex function, behaves as follows:

D, g
&~»(W-'(A. p,))

XI'„,, „,"(hpg, h p2) D„,,y'"'(W(h. ,p2) )
=A"„I")„,x,"(pg,p~), (2.2)

where D&'~(W(A, p)) is a spin-j representation of a
Wigner rotation determined by A and p. If L(p) is a
Lorentz transformation which takes a state at rest to
one moving with momentum y according to some set
prescription, i.e.,

(2 3)l y, X)= (2m/2(u)'"U(L(p) ) l o,&),

then. the signer rotation is given by

D&~&(W(h. ,p)) =Do'~(L-'(Ap)hL(p)), (2.4)

with D~' & denoting the (j,0) representation of the
Lorentz group.

The spinor ket state, l y,A), ' is obtained by

ly,~)= ly, l )D.,~""(L '(p)) (25)
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ECENTLV there has been an extensive study of
the kinematic singularities of scattering ampli-

tudes involving particles of arbitrary spin." The
simpler problem of the singularity structure of current
vertex functions has been neglected. The interest in
current algebra and attempts to saturate it may require
the knowledge of the analytic properties of these func-
tions. In this article, we obtain a parametrization of the
vector vertex function in such a way that all kinematic
singularities are explicitly exhibited. Using this pa-
rametrization, a proof is obtained of the fact that the
particular combination of vertex functions appearing in
the expectation value of the current taken between
states of infinite momentum has, aside from a trivial
threshold factor, no other kinematic singularities. It is
this combination that enters into the algebra of cur-
rents. Although the discussion will be carried through
for vector currents, only slight modifications would be
necessary for the discussion of other currents.

Most of the discussion of the parametrization follows
that given by Cohen-Tannoudji, Morel, and Navelet'
for scattering amplitudes. In outline, the procedure con-
sists of expanding the vertex function in a generalization
of the Joos~ spinor amplitudes. One would then have to
show that these amplitudes are free of kinematic
singularities. For the scattering case, this was done by
Williams through an extension of the Hall-Wightman
theorem. 5 For a scalar vertex, the proof would be a
simpler version of that given by Williams. For the
vector case, or in general for higher tensor currents, a
trivial extension of the above theorem wouM be re-

quired. The details of this extension have not been
carried out.

This expansion and the investigation of the singu-
larities of the vertex entering into the current-algebra
sum rules is done in Secs. II, III, and IV, where Sec.
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The nonunitarity of the (j,0) representations of the
I.orentz group requirey that bra spinor states, which
will transform under the same representations of the
Lorentz group, be defined as

(P,~ I

= (p, / I[C- D~ o&(I; (p))] (2 6)

In the above, C is the matrix which transforms the
spin-j representation of the rotation group into its
complex conjugate;

Ci,"'=(—1)' "4,.
The vertex function taken between spinor states,

Fz, ,z,&, may be related to the one used previously by

Fi &, "=[D """(I-'(Pi))]~
XFg, ,~,"D~, ,i,"'"(L '(P2)), (2.&)

which has simpler Lorentz transformation properties,
1.e.)

D„...& 2&(A)F.. . (AP„AP,)D,, „&/ »(A)
=A „F„,~,"(Pi,P,). (2.8)

Using Clebsch-Gordan coeKcients, we form

Fz, ir"= Q (J,MI ji,A1, j2,32)Fg, , g,&. (2.9)

The transformation property of I'J, M& is

Dir, ir' "(A)Fz, ir "(Api, Ap2) =co,Fg, 21"(pi, p2) . (2.10)

Analogous to the expansion of the scattering amplitude
in Refs. 3 and 4, we expand I'J, ~& as

FJ,ir"(p, ,p2) = [A&'"P +BJ"'Q"]FJ,M(e)

+(J,AII 1,n; J 1p)&" i,&(—e)[C.o&p."(pi)
+iDg/'&2~„i.p."pi/ip2 ]. (2.11)

In the equation above, P= pi+p&, Q= p2—pi, e is a

vector formed from pi and p2by e=a»p2 —/d2pi —ipiXpi
and is such that when pi and p2 are subjected to a
Lorentz transformation A., F~ir(e) goes to D//r. , //r& "(A)
XFq, /Lr (e). p & transforms under the (1,0) Lorentz
transformation in the index n and is given by p "(p)
=(1,nI —',,p; "„y)(2o„o&a"p)//„ with a-&=(1,a). AJ, Bg,
CJ, and DJ are functions of the Lorentz invariants
formed from p, and p2 and are free of kinematic
singularities. "

At this point let us choose a definite Lorentz frame,

namely, the Breit coordinate system, "where

P/'= ((2m12+2m '+q') "00 0)
Q'4 ((m 2 m12)/(2m12 +2m22+q2)1/2. (2.12)

T/(2mi'+2m2'+q')"' 0 0)

with T= [q'+2q'(m '+m ')+ (mi' —m2')']"2 In this

' Ke do not really know where all the singularities of these
functions lie, except in cases where the external masses are low.
In general, there will occur anomalous thresholds which we con-
sider to be dynamic in origin."I,. Durand, D. DeCelles, and R. Marr, Phys. Rev. 126, j.882
(1962).

J ire (q2) = T~f (2m12+ 2m 2+ q2)1/2+ & (q2)

+[(m2' —m12)/(2mi'+2m '+q')'/2]Bz(q2)
—J'/2Cz(q2)/(2m12+ 2m2 +q') '/') 82/ 2,

Fz 2r*(q2) = [T~ '/(2m '+2m '+ q')'/'7

X [T2B&(q2)+Ji/2(q2+3m12+m22)C&(q2)]$~ &

—z+/2 (q2) — (J+1)1/2T 7—1

X [(q'+3mi'+m2'+ T)/(2m12+3m12+ q')'/']

X[Cz(q')+TDz(q')]&ir, „
F~ ~ +'2(q2) —(J+1)1/2T J'—1

X [(q2+3m 2+m 2 T)/(2m 2+2m 2+q2)1/2]

X [CJ(q ) TDJ(q )]4r, l ~

(2.13)

At this point, we make a definite choice for L(p). As
both pi and p2 are along the 2; axis, choosing I.(p) to
be a pure boost will give us a vertex function for either
the Wigner spin states~ or for the states introduced by
Bardakci and Segre. The vertex function for helicity
states' may be obtained by letting X&~ —) & and
multiplying the result by (—1)" "'. With this pure
boost choice for I.(p), we find,

Di,A "'(I(p)) = t/iA((~ —p)/m) 1. (2.14)

Using explicitly the momenta in the Breit frame, we
obtain"

�

mr +m2 +q +Q
1 "(q')=(—1)" "'

)28$yfÃg

X(2m12+2m2'+q') "'g Xj', iyi2", (2.15a)
J

with

Xg;g, , g =(j, —). ;j,li
I J,O)T~

X[(2m, +2m2'+-q)a, (q2)

+ (m22 m12)B&(q2) Jl/2C&(q2)]

Xz;)„,~2*=(ji, —&1; j2,4I J,O)T~ '

X[T'Bz(q')+ J'/'(3mi'+m, 2+q2)C~(q2)],
'"=—(J+1)'"mi(ji —~1' j2»2I J —1)T' '

X [Cg(q2)+TDg(q2)],

Xz ,)„,12'+'"= (J+1)"'.mi(gi, —Xi) j2,X2I J,1)T —'

X [Cg(q2) —TDg(q')] (2.15b)

As AJ, BJ, CJ, and DJ have only dynamical singu-
larities in q, we may determine all the kinematic singu-
larities of the vertex functions by inspecting the ex-
pansion coefFicients.

"The asymmetry in indices 1 and 2 is due to the fact that p1
has been given a preferential role in the expansion. Had we chosen
p&, we would get an equally acceptable set of invariant A J DJ
related to A J ~ DJ by a nonsingular matrix.

coordinate system, e points along the s direction with
magnitude T, and Fg21(e) is proportional to T /tie, 2.

Absorbing some common factors into the A J"'—DJ ",
we obtain
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In this section, wc shall state the sum rules of current
algebra in terms of the current vertex functions. These
results have been previously obtained elsewhere" and
1D R vex'y tI'RnspRlcDt form recently by Bardakcl RDd

Scgrc. a

Let

chance of satisfying a simple dispersion relation in the
variable q~. IQ terms of the spinor amplitudes introduced
in Eq. (2.15) the combination of vertex functions ln

Eq. (3.2) is
m 'jm '+g'+g"

I'~ ~ (q') = (—1)" "'
I ~ ~

~~
~

2fÃ'XfÃo

I'g, ,y, (q') = (2mP+2mg+q')'(2

X/A gT'+ J'"Cg(mP mP—q') j-
+qmg(J+1)"'DJ, —1!j(, ) g,jg,hg)(C g+TDJ)

X I'), ,~,'(q')—
SS2 t@$

I'~, .~,'(q')

(2m '+2m '+q')'"—
q

— I')„,)„(q'); (3 2)
T

qx2= (qP+q2 +2qxqm cosp)
sly —(q~s(fPI2+q e (SIR)/q~

(3.5)

y 18 RD Rnglc thRt varlcs bctwccn 0 Rnd 2&. ID thc next
section, we obtain the singularities of the H functions
appearing in Eq. (2.4).

IV. KDTEMATIC SINGULARITIES OF Hg, ,y, (q')

The function Hq, ,q, (q') appearing in the current-
algebra sum rules, Eq. (3.4), has fairly simple analytic
properties. We shall show in this section that B'q, ,q, (q')/
ql"I-"ml has no klnematlc slngularltles and thus has a

"R. Dashen and M. GelI-Mann, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 340
(I966).

the rotation angles f( and $2 are determined by

cosP( ——(mP mP+ q')—/T, sining= 2m(q/T, —
(3.3)

cosg2 ——(m22 mP q')/—T, s—in/2= 2m2q/T. —

In the above, we use the Kigncr spin states. Kith these
de6nitions behind us, the general result from current
algebra, obtained by commuting two time-components
of cullcDts Rnd sandwiching thc result between 8tatcs
of in6nite momentum in the s direction, is

e(i g ~

q 2)jT~f„P(~ f.q
2)g((Xg+X~»~)y(2

e,Xts

„P(f ~. q 2)Q~ „a(r( f.q 2)~
—i(x(+x~» )y/2)

—~fa»+~ ~ v(j f ql)(,—((x;—x. f)x (3 4)

In the above, Hq„,q„(m —e; q') refers to the particular
comblnatlon of cux'1'cDt vcrtcx function RppeRI'1ng 1Q

(3.1) and (3.2) taken between state m and state I, n
designates a U(3)3U(3) index, and. f » is a structure
constant fol this gloup. Thc splD deslgIlatlons RI'c those
discussed in the previous section Dollowing Eq.
(2.13)j.Likewise,

Possible singularities may occu1 Rt g' =0 Rnd Rt g
= —(m(&m2)'; the last two are roots of T. Let us
divide the negative q' axis into three parts:

I, 0&q'& —(mg —mm)';

II, —(m, —m,)'&q'& —(m&+m, )';
III, —(m(+m2)'& q'& —~ .

(42)

Using the xeQection property of Clebsch-Gordan
coeS.cients, "
{J,M l j(,l(g „j2,l(2)

= (—1)~+"+&'{J M ljg——l(g j p
—l(p) (4.3)

I'",~s(q') ~ (—1)"' "'I'~,~a(q')
IX

I'~.~ (q') ~ (—1)'""(—1)'"'I'-~.-~.(q') (45)

I'~(.~a(q') ~ (—1)"'+"'I'~(,~.(q')

I
fi,a~ —A, u,

XX

A.~ ~ s —A.a,
XXX

4x,~~ 2s —A, a

The superscripts above the arrows indicate which por-

I4 A. R. Edmonds, Amgulcr Mommlem ie QNagfem %@chalk's
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, ¹ J., 1957), p. 42.

t (m +m,)'+q'j'('+! (m, —m,)'+q'y&q»

2 (mgmu)'(' r

f(mg+mm)'+q' j((' P(my —ms)'+ —q' j((g
~ (44)

2 (mgm2)'('

We may obtain the changes in I"q, ,~,(q') and the rotation
matrices appearing in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) upon going
through the cuts de6ned iu (4.2):



tion of the cut along the negative q' is traversed. Com- points were possible, namely, at q'=D and
bining the two preceding relations and using standard
properties of the rotation matrices yields

r,rr, rrr
&I, )„(q') - (-1)"' "'&)l,l.(q').

Thus, Hl, ,22(q2)/q~"& "2~ is free of branch-point singu-
larities and it remains to show that it has no pole
singularities.

Poles could occur at the same places where branch

For q2~0 dl, ($1,2) q~" 2~ and each term in the
qt» —sflqlm&at or jql» —et

Xq~~'+'~ "'I which in all cases goes to zero at least as
fast as qt"& "&~, thus canceling the possible pole in

(q2)/q[l -2 [

To eliminate any difhculty at q'= —(ml+m2)2 we
examine the following functions:

t'm22+m22+q2+P
'I'

(&)(q2) —(E
—1(A)(P ) ( 1)A—

el
I 2'&J,0lj, -";j.,») ~.. . 'e.);

2mgm2

m12+m22+q'+ Q '"
pl I (&) (q2) =(fl -1(A)(pl) ( 1)A 2i- &~ 21JI@(m12+m22 —q')(J,O!JI, —))I,J,,I)2)

2m]m2

+qml(J+1)"'&J2, —1l jl, —»' j2,»)—qmI(J+1)'"(JI +1ljl —»' j2,n2)] ~„,I,(j2) Q2); (4.g)

(ml +m2 +q +Q "2

G „(Z)(q2) - (f&
—l(A) (QI) (—1)A-2il

2m1m2

Xqml(J+1)112&~ I((J, —1l'j» —))I;j2,))2)+(J,1!jl, —))I; j2,))2)) (f22,22""(!t'2).

~~, I '""(&+)(J~'1 jl 4; j24)«..l,""
X (X+)dnr, m'"(f )(4.12)-Hl 1 (q')=P(E1 ), ' 'AZ+&1 I ' '(-"(Z)

If lt can be shown that these functions have no poles, obtain, as the limit of Eq. (2.11),
then neither does Hl, 12(q2), since

+G)„,22("Dz) . (4 9)

The detail of the proof wiB be carried out for q'
=—(ml —m2)', the discussion for q=+ (ml+m2)' goes
thl'ollgll wltll 11111101' Inodlficatlon. Let fy= 2 (I/I+'I/2).
The singularities in $1,2 now separate as Inay be seen
from

e'&+= (ml m2+2q)—/Dml m2)'+q—']"';
e'&= (ml+m2+2q)/C (ml+m )2+2q2]'(2 (4.10).

Likewise, (ml'+m2'+q'+T)/2mlm2 goes to 1 as q'

approaches —(ml —m2) 2 and

ml +m2 +q +P 22

-1(A)(PI)( 1))2l-~~ ~~

2mgmg

X (J,I!f I jl, —n; j,~ )&-.""*)(A)

I
—I(A)(x+)« -I(A)(P )( 1)A-2l

X&J,~l j„-.l; j.,")~., 2.(')(-~-)«.."""(&+),
(4.11)

with g+——hing+. Using identities relating Clebsch-
Gordan coeS.cients and the rotation matrices, " we

"Reference 14, p. 61.

We thus note that in the limit of q' —+ —(ml —m2)',
E,, F, and G approach a combination of (EIr 2~(p ) and
dlr ~I( )(f ) which nlay be related to associated
Legendre functions" and we may use asymptotic ex--
pansions of this function to show that E, P, and G
have no poles at q'= —(ml —m2)'. For example, E( ) is
proportional to 2'~d2r. , ()(~) (p )= p(J iV)!/(J+M—) ~]"2
XT~P Ir~(f ), which has no pole at p = ~. The proof
for Ii &~' and G&~~ goes through similarly. To obtain the
result for G&~&, we use the fact that

d), I'"((t-)—d) .-I'"(4-)
/(J —M)!)I» 2M

& '(~-), (4.13)((J+3f)!i !J(J+1)]'(' 'nP

which bkewIse has no pole upon multrpllcat~on by T'~—'
For Ii &~~, the algebra is somewhat more involved but
just as direct. Thus we have proven that HI, ,12(q2)/
qt»—"&t has no kinematic singularities.

I't Is te111ptlllg to assllnle tllat H), 1 (q )/q~ 2~ satls-

'6 Reference I4, p. 59 and recursion relation on p. 6j..
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6cs RD, unsubstractcd dlspcl"sion lclatlon rn g;
q~ "& "&~ dq' Hg, ,)„{o"}

Hg, ,I,(q') =—— —Im —— —,(4.14)
q'+o' 0-I "&-"&I

with the integration running along the dyn~ica1 sillgu-
1RI'ltlcs Gf H. SGIQc consequences Gf this RssumptiGQ Rre
pl'cscntcd ln the next section,

to have R Dontrivial q' dependence, then saturation mill
4e obtained Onlp with RD 1D6Dltc sct, of states with
unbounclcd spin. This Inay bc scen by t8.king k Rs large
as we please in Kq. (5.2). It is hoped that approximate
satUIRtlons mRQ bc Obtained fol 1G%' vahlcs Gf k.

%c close this section with some further re1Rtions be-
tween L and H. With the assumption that HI, ,I,(q')/

I sati86cs RD unsubtractcd dispcI'sioIl relation
Kq. (4.14)) we 6nd

LI, , x, (b)
HI, , xm(q')

q~ "~-"~~It»,(qb) Im dqs, (5.4)
g q))t2—XIIThe structure of the sum rules in Kq. (3.6) suggests

that %'e consider 3esscl transforms 0'f thc JX)t&,y& s.
Using R standard identify" for Bessel functions, with thc integration contour bclng thc sRDlc Rs that Gf

(4.14). This relation gives information on the asymp-
r q, g I &» & 2 &II»y to'tlc behavior of L III tcl'IYls of 'tllc Illasscs con'tl'lblltlllg

(q s+q s+2q q cos )Il& to tllc dlspcrslvc part of H. Tile amphtudc Hg, ,),~(q )
may be recovered from LI„,I,(b) by

=2 Js(bqs) J-s(bqI)c'"' (5 1)
», ,I~(q') = bIfb %~I,(qb) LIi,Ir(b). (5.5)

g LLI;,), s"(s—I;bI)LII-s.II'(I—f' br)

—LI;,I,;yIS(& I, bs)LI;ys, xy
—('@ f~ bI)j

8(bI—bs)
=sf a' Lr;,IP (s f;bI), —

qdq HI, ,I, (IN—rI; q') J),~)„(bq) . (5.3)

It should. be noted that in Kq. (5.2), there is no sum-

Dlg, tiQQ Over intcrxQcdlate spin d.irections. The sum

rules Rre true for every k. %e Obtain the result Gf

Coester and RocpstorQ19 that jf the forID factors

I~ For the case %here the external states are nucleons IJpggIg
~F1. and II~g~jI~/gag for which there seems to be evidence
that they sabsfy unsubtracted dispersion relations. R. Taylor, in
Proceedings of the 49N International Symposium on Electrons
and Photon Interactions at High Energies, Stanford, 1967 (un-
published).

Is A. Erdeiyi e$ ai., Higher 2raeraeedeIIg'ai FNIIctions (McGraw-
Hill Book Co., ¹mPork, 1954), VoL H.

's F. Coester and G. Roepstorif, Phys. Rev. 155, 31583 ($6/).

For comp1eteness, we state some results about the
parRIQctrization Rnd slngulallty structure Gf thc vcltcx
function for scalar Rmphtudcs. If

I4, ,1,(pt, ps) = (2~)'(2~1~2)'"(pI,4~ J(0) ( ps,4), (A1)

with J being a scalar current, then in the Breit system

»» +tll +» +r)~I I (q')=(—1)""
25$ jPEQ

Xg(J,O~ jI, —4;j s,zs)T~Sg, (A2)

where SJ has Do kinematic singularities. If J is the
divergence of the vector current J1', then

Sg= (IIIss—mrs)Ag —q'Bg —J"'Cg. (A3)

d1„„"'"(~bI)As,.„(q')d-.I."'9 )/q~" ""

has no irinematic singularities. IPI and IPs are de6ncd in

Kq. (3.3).




